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Browse through Telfed magazines from
the mid-seventies and one is transported to an
earlier chapter in our community’s illustrious
history. Many of the colourful characters that
graced those pages are sadly with us no longer.
Newlyweds on our nuptial section are today
parents, some even grandparents, and our new
arrivals have long become vatikim.
Reports of proposals bandied about at
frenetic Telfed committee meetings are long
part and parcel of a future that does our past
proud. There were the ambitious projects to
bring dentists, doctors, accountants and lawyers
from SA. Today, many of them are leaders in
their ﬁelds in Israel. There were the animated
appeals for housing. Result - Manof, Efrat,
Kochav Yair, Tzur Yigal and Modiin and Telfed’s
own properties in Raanana and Tel Aviv.
With Telfed’s specialized expertise in
absorption, there were the requests from the
Jewish Agency to assist with the mass Russian
aliyah. It was not too long afterwards that
this community had their own political party
representing a community of one ﬁfth of the
Israeli population.
For the past 30 years, Telfed Magazine
has been tracking the pulse of the Southern
Africans in Israel. This celebratory issue is
a tribute to our community, our Federation
and our magazine. We thank you for your
contributions, your advertisements and your
messages of best wishes and look forward to
your continued support.
David Kaplan, Editor
South African Zionist Federation (Israel)
19 Schwartz Street, Ra’anana 43212
tel.: (09)744-6110, fax: (09)744-6112
info@telfed.org.il; www.telfed.org.il
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IN THE MAIL
MORE PEN ON PENN
Dear Editor,
Saul Levinson’s letter in response to your
review of my autobiography “The Wondering
Jew” (Book Nook: Telfed’s July 2005) upset
me, because my relationship with Jack Penn
was such that I could allow myself to make
the remarks for which we were both criticized.
Jack never failed to quote me when we found
ourselves together on various occasions in
various parts of the world, since he also had
a sense of humour.
I was certainly not lacking in my appreciation of Jack’s immense contribution to Israel
as was borne out by my enthusiastic support
of his receiving an honorary doctorate at Tel
Aviv University. It is a pity that Saul Levinson
did not take my remarks in the same spirit
that Jack did.
Prof. Isaac Kaplan, Savyon

With best wishes on your
30th Anniversary
For the best short-term apartment
rentals all over Israel
David Gaffan
Tel: 09-7727163, Mobile:054-7844818
e-mail: gaffan@netvision.net.il
www.holidayapartments.co.il
Please Note: The date on the right corner of your
mailing label indicates the date of your last payment for
Telfed Magazine. If no date appears, we have not yet
received payment from you.
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FIELD OF DREAMS
Dear Editor,
Looking past the great sadness of the Gaza
withdrawal, I noticed that many of the residents
were watering their gardens even up to the
last minute before leaving their homes never
to return. This phenomenon is not unique as I
witnessed similar scenes in Angola in 1976 as
a commander of a mobile unit in the SADF.
On the morning of March 27 we were patrolling the town of Calueque, whose residents of
Portuguese origin were to leave that day. They
feared a possible massacre with the entry of
MPLA and Cuban forces.
And yet, many of the residents were watering their gardens even though hours later
they would be leaving for South West Africa
(Namibia), never to return.
What is the explanation? Maybe our editor
David Kaplan would like to comment?
Roy Chweidan, Netanya
Ed. Note. Many of the settlers may have
believed till the bitter end that they could reverse
the government’s decision and were preparing to
stay. Others in a ﬁnal, token act of symbolic deﬁance felt that if they were compelled to surrender
their homes, believed their spirit would live on as
the grass grew.

WALKING A TIGHTROPE
Dear Editor,
We were pleasantly surprised and yet
troubled by your feature article ‘Unsettling :
The big divide: Is it bridgeable?’ ( July, 2005).
While glad to see Telfed is ﬁnally printing

IN THE MAIL
views of people ‘living over the
Green Line,’ we were disturbed
by the authors pride in having
‘skillfully’ ( his words) steered
the debate on two occasions
from issues which he obviously felt were not
worth raising.
As part of many ex-South Africans who
protested against Apartheid and yet who did
not automatically transfer their sentiments
to the Palestinian issues which are not comparable, we ﬁnd Telfed heavily loaded with
left-wing agenda. We openly embrace any
move toward real exchange of views. And
yet, for the debate to be real, and not just
cosmetic, let us make an effort to face all the
issues up front and not ‘ steer away’ from the
uncomfortable ones.
Monica and Julian Paz, Jerusalem

Editor replies.
Contrary to the
Paz’s erroneous
observations,
Telfed Magazine has consistently published the
views of former Southern Africans living over the
Green Line.
To name a few: November 1995 ‘Efrat Fears Its
Future’; the writer interviewed ﬁve resident families
living in Efrat. In the feature ‘Hot Spots’ in the July
2001 issue, with the Intifada into its 10-month, the
writer interviewed former South Africans in Tekoa,
Efrat, Moshav Telem, Gilo & Beit El.
The June 2004’s issue had two stories relating
to life over the Green Line: ‘Sleepless in Gaza’
& ‘Israel’s Back to the Wall’.There have been
many others.

124 Ahuza St.
(in the courtyard)
Ra’anana 43450
Tel: (09)740 3654
Fax: (09)740 3655

Mazal Tov on 30 years
of Dedication to the
Southern African Community

The Paz’s reference to
myself having “skillfully
steered the debate on two
occasions” is also factually
incorrect. I referred to one
occasion and it was not I,
who “skillfully steered” as I
was a participant and not the
moderator during the discussions. My reference was an
observation.
Regarding the third criticism of the Magazine being
“heavily Left-wing” please
note that I have frequently
interviewed individuals holding right-wing views, notably

New Kid on the Block
From the “New
Block”
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IN THE MAIL

Jabotinsky’s biographer, Shmuel ‘Muki’ Katz,
Prof. Martin Sherman, Harry Hurwitz and former
Southern African members of the Betar movement
in Israel.
While my writings may frequently be peppered
with references to a desire for peace - not a leftwing patent – the magazine nevertheless aspires
for balance, consistently offering a forum for
genuine debate.

ON TRACK
Dear Editor,
For someone who
was part of the South
African delegation to
the Maccabiah in 1950, I
was surprised to see that
the photo of that delegation that appeared in the
Telfed (July 2005 page
37) appeared with women.
I was a sprinter and the
Edna won gold in the 60 only woman participant
meters and silver in the in the delegation. Being
100 metres.
the 1 st Maccabiah after
Independence, I would be interested to know
how many others of that team came on aliyah.

Mazel Tov

to Telfed Magazine,
Editor David Kaplan, and the
Editorial Board on
its 30th anniversary
d
Roy, Perla & Lee-Anne
Chweidan
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Certainly my visit resulted in my
subsequent aliyah.
In keeping up the family tradition,
my daughter, Janine (Harpaz) participated in
the 1973 Maccabiah, also as a sprinter. She
was part of the Rhodesian delegation. Such an
impression did it make, that within 6 months,
she came on aliyah.
If there are any other delegates/participants
from the 1950 contingent living in Israel, they
can contact me at 09-7505994
Edna Kaplan (nee Friedman), Hod Hasharon
Editor’s Note: The editor reserves the right to
shorten and edit letters as well as to post same
instead on the Telfed Website, where magazine
space is limited. Furthermore, no letters will
be published without a name and address of
the sender.

What you do is your business.
When you want people to find out
about it, it becomes our business.

Be smart and
advertise in Telfed
Magazine
Whether you are in finance, property, the
professions or a trade. Telfed magazine
reaches the entire Southern African
community across Israel.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Contact David Kaplan at: 09 -7672404
050-7432361, Fax 09-7678826
hildav@netvision.net.il

THINKING OF TRAVELLING?
Contact IAN WALDBAUM Tel. 09-7744235
who will help you personally in your home.
Tickets will be delivered to you.
PHONE DAY OR NIGHT FOR EFFICIENT SERVICE
SPECIAL: FREE FLIGHTS TO CAPETOWN, DURBAN & P.E.

JOHANNESBURG FROM ……. $729
Book now for Nov/Dec/Jan and Pesach to avoid disappointment
BIG DISCOUNTS ON SAA INTERNAL FLIGHTS, HOTELS & CAR HIRE,
KRUGER PARK, VICTORIA FALLS & GARDEN ROUTE

NEW YORK!! From $549
SOUTH AFRICA & AUSTRALIA!! From $1449
* Ski packages all over Europe
* CRUISE SPECIALS – Carribbean, Alaska, Europe
* Charters to London & Europe from $319
* USA at low discounted fares plus Vusa & add ons
* Packages to Barcelona & Italy from $399
* Australia & New Zealand from $1199
* 3, 4 or 7-day ﬂights or packages to Greek Islands, Cyprus,
Prague & Turkey from, $249
* Senior citizen discount fares to most places
Join us on the Telfed/Esra 16-day English speaking guided
tour of South Africa in February. Phone Ian for details.
Before you phone the airlines - for the best price and service09-

TEL: 09-7744235
FOR BUSINESS, PLEASURE OR EMERGENCY, PHONE NOW
Fares do not include Airport, Registration or Security taxes. Subject to availability in class of ticket with airline.
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EOPLE

THE OCHBERG ORPHANS

A

letter by a London ﬁlm producer
appeared recently in The Jerusalem
Post appealing for information about the South
African philanthropist, Isaac Ochberg, who
rescued some 200 Jewish orphans from Poland
and Ukraine in August 1921 and brought them
to South Africa.
This brought back memories to former
Telfed director Sam Levin, who turned ninety
in September. In 1921 Sam was a youngster
of six living in the Gardens, Cape Town. “My
parents were active members of The Cape
Town Jewish Orphanage, so we used to visit
there regularly. I became friendly with the little

BRUSH UP YOUR HEBREW

Conversational Hebrew for English speakers.
Are you tired of searching for words at the
supermarket, bank and your neighbours?
u
Michal Zacks, M.A.
Join in now (small
054-4413100
groups). We chat,
09- 7748578
broaden our vocabulary
Raanana
and more….
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by David Kaplan
boys who had been saved. One in particular
I cannot forget.
Some of the orphaned Jewish
His arm was
children left homeless after the
cut off below
ravages of the Russian Revolution
and First World War in 1917. Seated the elbow. The
in the center wearing a hat is Isaac Cossacks had
Ochberg, who brought the refugee
killed his parchildren to South Africa.
ents in front of
him and when they were about to ﬁnish him
off, he put up his arm to protect himself and
they sliced off his arm.”
In the early 1920’s, reports ﬁltered through
to South Africa of dreadful Pogroms taking
place. Despairing letters by survivors to their
kinsmen galvanized the community in South
Africa like nothing before. “Why not try and
mount a rescue operation and bring at least
some of the children out,” they asked at meetings across the country. Overnight an idea
took shape, spreading like wildﬁre. Before
any organisation could step in, generous offers
were made of ﬁnancial and other help.
With abounding energy and enthusiasm
Cape Town businessman Isaac Ochberg
embraced the plan.
Two further questions arose—How could
the abandoned children be rescued from a wartorn area, and would the Union Government
create any difﬁculties in admitting them?
Ochberg quickly met with Prime Minister
Smuts, who granted permission.
As the details of the plight of Jews in
Russia leaked out, the dimension of the tragedy became clearer. No fewer than 400,000
Jewish orphans were known to be destitute,
so that whatever was done would only amount
to a drop in the ocean. This did not deter the

PEOPLE
community who were determined to save
whomever they could.
The next step was for someone to go to
Europe and make arrangements on the spot.
Without hesitation Ochberg offered to undertake this dangerous mission. “This is the last
meeting at which our President will be in the
chair before his departure to fetch the children from Russia,” said Joseph Kadish at a
Committee Meeting on March 9, 1921. “He
will meet with hardship and danger, but I hope
he will overcome all the difﬁculties and return
safely to Cape Town with the boys and girls.”
The rest is history and while it is doubtful
there can be many of the orphans alive today,
Sam did hear that some of the children of the
survivors made their way to Israel.
“When Ochberg died in Cape Town, he
left what was then the largest single bequest
to the Keren Kayemet,” reveals Sam. “They
used it to redeem a piece of land in Israel
which they called Nachlat Yitzchak Ochberg
– which included the kibbutzim Dalia and Ein
Hashofet. In the course of the years, the name
Ochberg has dropped off the signs and is now
known as Nachlat Yitzchak. I am certain there
is hardly anyone in Israel today who would
know which Yitzchak it was.”

HABONIM CELEBRATES
ITS 75th
Over 1300
former Southern
Africans from
all over Israel
descended on
the rolling green
Chevre from Rhodesia/Zimbabwe.
lawns of
th
Kibbutz Yizreel on the 30 June to celebrate
the 75th anniversary of Habonim-Dror.
“And what an extraordinary ‘family’
gathering it was,” says Planning Committee
Chairman David Kaplan, who admits that
he had an “extraordinary team of volunteers
fuelled with passion. It was like planning a
machaneh (camp). Former members from SA,

Ensuring that the contribution of this
extraordinary South African is remembered,
ﬁlm producer, Kim Hogg of London is making
a documentary on Ochberg, with Sir Martin
Gilbert as historical advisor. •
Anyone who may have information to contribute to a documentary ﬁlm being produced by Kim
Hogg can contact her at TWI, McCormack House,
Burlington Lane, London, W4 2TH,UK or by email:
khogg@imgworld.com

Having never matured: Some of the Planning Committee
in a more serious mode. (l-r): Steven Shulman, Benny
Segal, Sean Wasserman, Dave Kaplan, Dave Bloom,
Howie Gordon, Mikael Hanen (front row, l-r) Eddie
Solow, Arnie Friedman, Bruce Oppenheimer.
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Wayne Sussman, mazkir clali Habonim-Dror, SA.

the late Philip Gillon, in his book ”Seventy
years of Southern African Aliyah”, published by Telfed. Arguably, one of the most
outstanding professional contributions has
been in the ﬁeld of cardiology.
Switzerland, Spain,
Denmark, Australia,
the UK and North America
“quite literally rescheduled their lives to come,”
said David. The result - well, the emails that
within hours of the reunion came ﬂooding
in, said it all.
Setting the tone was one from 80 year old
Anne Bloch from Ashkelon - “So nu, when
are we having the 76th! It was simply
super, super, super......” Another from Pearl
Rogow of Jerusalem who wrote, “ Arriving
home at 2.00 am, all we felt like doing was
turning the car around to go back. So much
did we not want it to end.’
In a sense, end it will not. The participation of some eighty South African Habonim
youngsters augurs well for the Movement’s
future. Standing on stage in their blue shirts
with red ribbon, they sent the clearest message of Habonim’s continuity.

CARDIOLOGY IN
ISRAEL

The story, perhaps, starts from the early
days of the state with the achievements of a
man who was not a Cardiologist. Dr. Jack
Medalie, who had been Head of Family
Medicine at Tel Hashomer Hospital, working
in co-operation with Prof. Henry Neufeld, did
pioneering epidemiological research into the
risk factors for coronary artery disease.
Prof. David Adler, arriving in Israel in
1960, set up the ﬁrst Open Heart surgery unit
in Haifa at the Rambam Hospital. Cardiac
surgery shortly thereafter attracted to its ranks
Prof. Joseph Borman who served as Chief
of Cardiac Surgery at Hadassah Hospital in
Jerusalem for many years. Joe built up a unit
with an international reputation. He performed
the ﬁrst successful heart transplant in Israel and
the transplant unit at Hadassah has continued
with notable success ever since.
Prof. Borman was fortunate to have as his
opposite number in Cardiology, Prof. Mervyn
Gottesman. Mervyn,
who had previously

The South African Contribution
by Prof. Monty M. Zion
The remarkable contributions by
South African immigrants in all endeavors in Israel have been documented by
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Menachem Begin,
autographs his book for
his personal physician,
Prof. Gottesman.

PEOPLE
established a very sophisticated Cardiology
Department in Durban, had been invited
to take the post of Chief of Cardiology at
Hadassah, and he brought with him two very
talented cardiologists, Prof. Basil Lewis
and Dr. Avi Bakst. Prof. Lewis went on
to become Chief of Cardiology at Carmel
Hospital in Haifa and Dr. Bakst became a
senior cardiologist at Meir Hospital
in Kfar Sava. The contributions of
Gottesman and Lewis to clinical
research in cardiology have earned
worldwide acclaim.

The doctors mentioned above were responsible for many articles in premier cardiological
journals throughout the world and contributed
in no small fashion to the high international
esteem in which Israeli cardiology is held.

RAZOR SHARP
Lawyer Yoav Harris has
been a member of the Israeli
fencing team for the last 15
years and was proud to once
again represent Israel in the
Maccabiah – for the 3rd consecutive time.

The writer was invited to take
on the post of Chief of Cardiology
at the expanding Shaare Zedek
Born and bred in Haifa Yoav
Hospital in Jerusalem. Amongst my
is the eldest son of John & Lola
ﬁrst residents in training was Dr.
Harris, who made aliyah in
Fencer Yoav Harris
Johnny Balkin, who now ﬁlls the
1969 and grandson of the late
post of Head of the Coronary Care unit at
Abe Lipshitz, headmaster of King
the same hospital. Balkin and myself served
David School, Linksﬁeld. Yoav started fencing
as Principal Investigators in several highly
at the age of 8, and except for the duration of
acclaimed international therapeutic trials.
his army service, has never stopped. •
Prof. Gottesman served as personal cardiologist to Menachem Begin during his period in
ofﬁce as Prime Minister, a role ﬁlled by myself
after Begin’s retirement. Prof. Leonard
Blieden was head of the prestigious department of Pediatric Cardiology at the Beilinson
Medical Centre, the precursor to today’s
renowned Shneider Children’s Hospital.
Dr. Hylton Miller headed the Cardiac
Catheterization Unit of the Department of
Cardiology at Ichilov Hospital. Dr. Raymond
Aronson served as a consultant cardiologist
at Tel Hashomer Hospital.
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Congratulations to Telfed Magazine
Barry and Phyllis Greenberg
from
Bella Fielding
Abba and Anita Lampert
Ben and Felicia Cohen
Abe and Leah Isenberg
Bernard and Ros Bak
Adrian and Emma Wolff
Beulah Levinsohn
Adrian and Haia Freedman and
family
Borsuk grandchildren
Adriane Bernstein and family
Brian and Andrea Armist
Alan and Beverley Polatinsky
Brian and Rosalie Benson
Alan and Carol Feinblum and family
Brian and Tessa Rozowsky
Alan and Myra Feinberg
Bruce Oppenheimer
Alan and Rosemary Silbert
Bryan and Ruth Slater
Alan and Valda Oken
Carmel Bergman
Alan Goodman & family
Chagai and Merle Zarmi
Alan Katz Properties
Charles and Vivienne Abelsohn
Alexander and Ethne Tolkin
Cheryl and Zvi montvilisky
Alfie and Myra Feinberg and family Colin and Nicky Schachat and boys
Allan and Lynn Kacev and family
Colin Porter
Ann Reiff
Colman and Rita Roberts
Anne Biderman
Dan and Brenda Sender
Annette Milliner & Baruch Giladi
Danny & Janine Gelley & family
Anthony and Janine Reich and family
Danny and Leora Kahan
Anthony and Martine Ross & son
Darryl and Diane Alter and family
Archie and Edith Poliak & family
Dave and Lynn Bach & family
Arlene and Jason Muallen
Dave Wulffhart & Hilary Edelstein
Arnie and Nydia Rabuchin
David and Denise Levy
and family
David and Gillian Gelfand
Arnold and Slawa Sacks
David and Henrietta David
Arthur and Sylvia Edelson
and family
and family
David and Hilary Kaplan
Arthur and Vivien Wolman
& family
Artsi and Angela Wine
David and Joan Weinstein
Avron and Avril Moss
David and Kay Golding
Barney and Beulah Sacks
Diana Finzi and family
Barney and Naomi Kaplan
Doreen Rubin
Barry and Cecily Hack
Eddie and Marcelle Weiss
Barry and Marcelle Kornel
Edie Rosengarten
Barry and Naomi Sidelsky
Edna Greenblatt
& family
Eli and Evelyn Rosenberg
Eli and Shelley Ashkenazi
Eli and Zinky Agulnik & family
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Eric and Mati Lebanon
Ernest and Nesta Lessem
Esme Goddess
Esther Shull
Ethel Sachar
Frank and Hazel Goldstein
Gabriel and Freda Haimovitz
Gaon and Dalia Cababia and family
Gary and Adele Bassin
Geoff and Tamara Israel
George and Mavis Wilk
Gerald and Brenda Blackman and
family
Gerald and Freda Wolman
Gershon Gan
Gordon and Dorothy Mandelzweig
Gordon and Melanie Bloch
Gordon and Ricky Futeran
Harris and Phyllis Green
Harold and Hillary Starkowitz
Harold and Glenda Sacks and family
Harold and Rona Joffe
Harold and Joan Brozin
Harry and Nili Karabel
Henri and Stephanie Cohen
Henry and Ruth Shakenovsky
Hillel and Jennifer Hurwitz and family
Hilton and Adrienne Chonowitz
Hilton and Gila Damelin
Hirsh and Isabell Goodman and family
Hugo and Gita Franco
Ian and Lorraine Tuffias
Isaac and Maureen Lipschitz
Issy and Nadine Piemer & family
Issy and Sonia Kacev
Itz and Marj Kalmanowitz
Ivan Greenstein and Sarah Pomegrin
Ivan and Myrna Binun
Ivan and Vivienne Maron
Ivor and Roni Wolf

on its 30th anniversary
Jack & Ruth Omsky
Jack and Esme Rabin
Jack and Rae Galloon
Jack and Ruth Trappler
Jack and Vivienne Hotz
Jackie and Evelyn Gork
Janice and Zvika Shraga
Jeff and Roslyn Kaplan
Jerome and Debbie Klompass
Joan Wiseman
Joe and Barbara Hallis and family
Joe and Leonora Salem
Jonathon and Iris Davis
Jon and Eileen Freedman
Jossi and Diana Sandler
Judah and Golda Kaye
Julius and Laura Nickel
Julius and Fay Weinstein
Julius and Rae Kowen
Kalman and Sarah Plehn
Kevin and Eileen Kenigsberg
and family
Kollie and Hilda Friedstein
Larry and Rhona Shein & family
Leala Zimmerman & family
Lenny and Natalie Rome
Leon and Pat Lewis
Les and Tiana Horwitz & sons
Lesley and Babette Serebro
Louis and Isobel Hare
Maish and Jocelyn Isaacson and
family
Maish and Phyllis Gork
Margie Goss
Mark and Lynn Bortz and
family
Martin and Michelle Wolff
& family
Mati and Jean Cohen
Maurice Ostroff

Maurice and Joyce Tucker
Phyllis Sachar
Max and Ziva Kahn
Ralph
and Freda
Max Canard
Lanesman
Mendy and Ilana
Ray Kopping
Joselowitz and family
Reuven
and Doreen Karni
Mervyn and Leah Poliak
Reuven
and
Ros Mowszowski
Meyer Planer
Risha Levine
Michael and Annette Weil
Rochelle
Shorkend
Michael and Eve Adler
Rollo Norwitz
Michael and Julie Mensky
Ron
and
Riwa Lapid
Michael and Loraine Solomon
Ronit Berz
Michael and Sara Bloch
Ronnie
and Mona Bear
Michael and Sheila Zetler
Ronnie
and
Sharon Judes
Mike and Faye Morris
Ruby Ellis
Mike and Lynn Sacks
Rusty
and
Juliette Rostowsky
Mirim Apter
Samuel and Bessie Etzman
Monty and Marlene Sacho
Selwyn and Barbara Lurie
Morris and Pauline Borsuk
Selwyn and Joan Struck
Morris Shifrin
Seymour and Hadassah Fisher
Moshe and Barbara
Sheila Swiel and family
Abramowitz
Sheryl and Errol Derman
Mr and Mrs R. Fielding
Sidney and Irit Kaplan
Myer and Irma Zaslansky
Siggy and Ruth Stein
Nancy Vardi
Simmie and Hetty Matz
Naomi Fredman
Solly and Ghita Sacks
Naty and Denise Tobias
Stanley and lorean Harris
Nehama Keynan
Stan and Sue Freedman
Neville and Adi Berman and family
Stanley and Barbara Rabin
Nick and Nelly Alhadeff
and family
Nicky and Sharlene Capelouto
Stanley
and
Sharon Epstein
Nicky Dubb
Stanley and Toni Milliner
Niel and Barbara Schwartz
Steve and Marlene Jaffe
Norman Barron, Medicstore
and family
Ora Hirshfeld
Steven
and
Nadine
Kalmek & family
Orkie Chesed
Yaakov and Miriam Ashkenazy
Oscar and Isobel Rosenzweig
Yossie and Joan Schnour
Pamela Kaye-Munitz
and family
Phil and Wendy Goldstein
Phillip and Debbie Zabow
Phillip and Rochelle Levy
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SAM LEVIN TURNS
NINETY
THERE ARE NOT TOO MANY PEOPLE
WHO GET THE OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE A
SPEECH ON TURNING NINETY; FOR THE
PRIVILEGED FEW THAT DO, ONE WOULD
NOT BE SURPRISED IF THE SPEECH WERE
SHORT, WRITTEN AND SOFTLY DELIVERED.
NOT SO WITH SAM LEVIN.

A

t a party held in Sam’s honour by Telfed,
its former Director (1949-1962) spoke
forcefully for an hour and a quarter and without
notes. He recounted numerous and humorous
anecdotes of incidents and people he had so far
met throughout his colourful life. Why so far?
Because coinciding with his ninetieth, Sam has
come out with a long-awaited autobiography
entitled “The First Eighty Years”, and just
in case one wonders from the title whether
Sam has been ‘off duty’ for the last 10 years
- not so. He has been active on the Telfed’s
Endowments & Scholarship Committee,
continues to serve on many of the Trusts that
Telfed administers and is a lifelong member
of Telfed’s Board of Governors.
Hardly lacking in stamina, Sam’s eldest grandson
remarked, “I’m sure saba

Sam with his beloved Harriet on
their wedding day.
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by David Kaplan

“

We were pioneers
in providing the
services of finding
jobs, affordable
housing, financial
assistance and
general counseling.
This is still the
nature of Telfed’s
work today, but
then, we were the
only ones in the
business.

”

(grandfather) goes out more often than I
do.”
Sam recalled to everyone’s amusement,
the precise moves of a dreadfully embarrassing dance performed by visiting South
African Volkspielers (folk troupe) at the
Mann Auditorium during the 1950’s. Just so
everyone was in the picture, Sam gave a little
demonstration! “We had invited dignitaries
from Barclays Bank (SA) and wanted to obviously impress them. It was a complete farce and
everyone was cringing with embarrassment,
especially me.”
Well, if the ‘dancers’ were out of step,
Sam clearly has displayed all the right moves.
One of his many was in choosing a partner
in Harriet, to whom he
has been married for 63
years. The other was
taking on “The best job
in Israel” - to head the
committee to service
the Machalniks, who

PROFILE
remained in Israel after the
War of Independence. That
committee was to emerge into
the SAZF (Israel), colloquially referred to as Telfed,
with Sam as its ﬁrst DirectorGeneral.
The rapid pace of change
On a visit to South Africa, Sam addresses the WPZC.
in the ﬂedgling state was
To Sam’s left: Barney Hoffman and Sidney Schach.
staggering. The Israel that the
Levins arrived at in 1949 was suffering with eggs per person a week. That was eight for the
acute food shortages. “We were rationed two whole family. So, we lived on egg powder. The

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & CONSULTANTS LTD
Jack Rabin
Property Consultants
Property Portfolio Management
Best wishes to Telfed Magazine on
its 30th anniversary.
May it continue its ﬁne work in providing service as well as news &
views of interest to our Southern African community.
Toyota Towers, Yigal Alon St. Tel Aviv
POB 20395, Tel Aviv 61203
Tel: 03-624-1718 Fax.: 03 – 624-1798
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interesting thing was that by 1953 Israel was
exporting millions of eggs a month.”

THE ORIGINS OF TELFED
“Our committee was unique. We were
pioneers in providing the services of ﬁnding
jobs, affordable housing, ﬁnancial assistance
and general counselling. This is still the nature
of Telfed’s work today, but then, we were the
only ones in the business. Even the Jewish
Agency would play catchup. The British and
the Americans followed suit later, based on
our experiences.”
Telfed moved into premises in HaYarkon
Street. The early 1950’s saw an upsurge in
visitors from South Africa. “We opened a club
in our ofﬁces, which became a great meeting
place and then went into the tourism business.
Acquiring two cars with drivers who doubled
up as guides, we began providing tours for
visiting families from Southern Africa.”
In 1955, the Jews in South Africa were
the ﬁrst to react to the possibility that war
was looming and “in early 1955 the SAZF in
South Africa suggested sending out volunteers
to relieve kibbutzniks should they be called
up for active duty. The rest is history, but the
Southern Africans were the only foreigners who

Congratulations
to Telfed Magazine
Hirsh and Isabell
Goodman
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Telfed Director
Sam Levin
escorting a group
of South African
journalists to Eilat
in 1951.

volunteered way before the actual outbreak of
hostilities in 1956.”
It was this foresight that characterized the
early Telfed under Sam’s directorship. “We
were the ﬁrst to open Absorption Centres.
New immigrants required three things – learn
Hebrew, ﬁnd a job and acquire a home. We
realized they needed a period to acclimatize, so
we acquired two properties, one in Netanya, the
other in Petach Tikvah where our olim would
be entitled to stay for ﬁve months. There they
were provided free accommodation, tuition
and counselling. The Jewish Agency later
took them over from us and opened them up
to other communities. Our two centres were
the precursor to the Absorption Centres that
would sprout up all over the country.”

STREETWISE
Responding to the need for affordable housing, “we acquired land in Tel Aviv and Haifa
and erected apartment blocks selling mainly
to the Machalnicks at below market prices.
When General Jan Smuts died, we approached
the Tel Aviv Municipality to rename the street
where our building was, to ‘Smuts Boulevard’.
South Africa’s former Prime Minister had
been a great supporter of the Jewish State, and
the Municipality agreed.” Learning from the
Southern Africans, “the Jewish Agency recognized the value of acquiring residential prop-

erty for new olim
and entered this
market.” Smuts
Boulevard stands
as a visual testimony of the early
contribution of
the Federation’s
work.
Sam retired
shortly after the
wave of immigration following Sharpeville.
“This was another
major epoch in
Southern African
aliyah. The entire
period of my
directorship from
1949 – 1962 was
eventful as we
were in the thick
of it, building a
state for future
generations. If
times were hard, people accepted it as part
of the adventure. Most of the olim that came
to Israel during this period were idealists and
so made allowances.”
So, if the position of Director of Telfed
was the “best job in Israel”, why did he call
it a day, when the ‘Fed’ was riding on a high?
Sam replies, “That’s the best time to leave.
It’s better to leave when they wanted me to
stay, rather than stay, when they thought I
should leave.”

Sam would go on to work and become the
Tours Manager of Peltours, while remaining
strongly associated with Telfed, serving on
its executive and many of its committees. A
lawyer at twenty-one, Sam would go on to
translate the entire Hebrew transcripts of the
Eichmann trial into English. An authority on
the case, Sam used to frequently give lectures
on the most talked about trial in Israel’s legal
history.
“The First Eighty Years”? - Well Sam, we
look forward to the sequel. •
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While Telfed is 57 years old - the same age as the State of Israel - its mouthpiece,
Telfed Magazine turned 30 this year.
For the past three decades it has been bringing news, views and coverage of events
of particular interest to its Southern African readers in Israel.
Browsing through old magazines - available to our public in the Telfed Boardroom
- one can get a glimpse of the exciting phases our community has passed through in
the history of this country and the contributions individual Southern Africans and the
South African Zionist Federation have made.

TELFED MAGAZINE TURNS 30
The Cover Story in November
1976 was - “Incoming Flights
Fully Booked - Aliyah &
Tourism on the up.” Telfed
Director, Leib Frank reported
that “We are overwhelmed
with work, the ofﬁce is buzzing with masses of people, the
telephones never stop ringing
and we have re-opened the
ofﬁce on Friday mornings to
cope with it all. But this is a
labour of love and the staff
are putting their shoulders to
the wheel in earnest.”

Telfed reported “...it will
crown more than four years of
work by former South African
Maccabi tennis star, Dr. Ian
Froman.” Capturing the spirit
of the past and in anticipation of
the future, an “exhibition game

FROM TENNIS STAR TO
TENNIS CZAR

The legendary Fred Perry with young
Israeli hopeful at the Ramat HaSharon
Tennis Center.

In the previous issue that
same year Telfed reported that
Leah Rabin, wife of the Prime
Minister, ofﬁcially opened
the ﬁrst stage of the multimillion dollar Israel Tennis
Center at Ramat Hasharon.
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was played between 91-yearold Arthur Assenheim of Haifa
and a 9-year-old girl.”
It was in planning for the
future, that Telfed proudly
announced in this same issue
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that foundations were being dug
for the Fed’s 5-storey apartment
building in Raanana to provide
rental accommodation for new
immigrants from South Africa.
Joseph Shlain, Chairman of

families living in the new town 1963 set up Telfed’s Bursaries
of Efrat, took part in the open- and Scholarship Committee.
ing ceremony at which Deputy That year it administered three
Prime Minister, David Levy trust funds and ten scholarwas the Guest of Honour.” The ships were distributed. “Judge
other piece covered the excite- Herbstein laid the groundwork
ment of some two thousand for what is today a vital departpeople catching “confetti and ment of Telfed, handling some
marshmallows from a hovering 106 trusts, funds and scholarhelicopter at the Corner Stone ships. The capital values of the
Ceremony held at Kochav various trusts range from a few
Yair. With roads levelled and hundred dollars to over a milretaining walls built, work is lion. About 350 students receive
ready to go full steam ahead scholarships.” Today, over
in building this new yishuv 800 students receive Telfed
Kochav Yair, on site Minister of Housing where South African Olim
Scholarships.
Ariel Sharon together with Chairman of
will
make
up
more
than
10%
Telfed’s Housing Committee Jack Rabin and
SERVICE ABROAD
of the 650 families registered
Telfed Chairman Leon Charney.
to move in 1986.”
In August 1976, Telfed
the Telfed Housing Committee
A few years later, Telfed
reported that “together with
reported on Tzur Yigal borderimminent re-conversion work
ing Kochav Yair “where some
on the Givatayim hostel, and
30 Southern African families
construction of an adjacent
are living.” In the intervenapartment building, the rental
ing years there were other
housing scheme will ease the
projects like Manof, which
absorption of some 120 immithis year celebrates its 25th
Judge Herbstein (ctr) with Louis Pincus and
grants from South Africa over
year. In the March issue of this Director Leib Frank at the Telfed Office.
the next three years.”
year, Telfed’s Cover Story was
reported that “BraamfonteinTELFED GOES ‘FLAT’ OUT on Modi’in, where today there born Sydney Rom(Rome) has
are already over 70 Southern
Concern for accommodataken up his post as Israel’s
African families.
tion has always been at the
Ambassador to Ecuador.”
forefront of Telfed’s activities
Telfed had to wait until
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF
and in the October 1983 issue,
In the September 1991 1 9 9 4 t o r e p o r t a n o t h e r
there appeared two short artimagazine, an article appeared Ambassadorship. This time it
cles on Telfed’s latest housing
recording the outstanding work was Cape Town-born Gershon
projects. In the ﬁrst we read,
of Judge Herbstein who in Gan, who was appointed as
“A dozen or so South African
17
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Israel’s ﬁrst ambassador to
Zimbabwe. In his farewell
address to the Telfed executive
he said, “When I arrived at age
nine with my folks in 1960 and
moved to Nahariya, it was to
Telfed that my parents turned
for a rental subsidy. Years later,
when my dad bought our ﬁrst
apartment, Telfed provided us
with a supplementary mortgage.
Many years later, it was my turn
when I enrolled at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem and
Telfed awarded me a scholarship to pursue my studies. ”
In the life of one former
Southern African who has
reached the pinnacle in his ﬁeld,
we see encapsulated, the help
that Telfed provides.

MEMORIAL TO OUR FALLEN
In May 1986, a ceremony
was held at the Golani junction to unveil the memorial to
those Southern Africans fallen
in the service of the State of
Israel. Designed by former
South African David Fine of
Maayan Baruch, the monument
“comprises ﬁve massive rocks
hewn in half and piled on top of
each other. It speaks powerfully
of the lives that have been torn
asunder yet a lifeline remains
for others to pursue.”
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DIRECT ABSORPTION
In 1987 Telfed pioneered
a new concept in immigrant
absorption. The report read,
“Breaking away from traditional absorption frameworks,
Telfed introduces a new concept of direct absorption, soon
to be adopted by the Ministry
of Absorption..
In December, Telfed reported
under the caption Top Spot For
Hot Shot, that “Mendel Kaplan
had been elected Chairman of
the BOG of the Jewish Agency.
He is the second South African
to attain this position since
Louis Pincus. “We have to
review the entire Agency programme so that it meets the
needs of Israel today and in the
st
21 century,” said Kaplan.

1989 - THE RUSSIANS ARE
COMING
In the light of its successful
‘Direct Absorption’ programme
in Rishon Lezion, Telfed’s
aliyah department, Jonathan
Davis was sent to Ladispoli,
Italy to orchestrate the movement of former Soviet Bloc
Jews to Israel. “So impressed
were the Government and the
Jewish Agency with Telfed’s
handling of the Rishon Project,”
reported Telfed Director Sidney
Shapiro, “that it commissioned

COVER STORY

Telfed Director Sidney Shapiro with the
head of Telfed’s Aliyah Department
Jonathan Davis.

us to do something similar
for the Russians. We are now
administering over 500 apartments for olim from the former
Soviet Union throughout the
country.”

UNDAUNTED BY SCUDS
In February 1991 most
Israelis understandably stayed
indoors. Not former SAZF
Chairman Solly Liebgott.A
member of the BOG of Hebrew
University, Solly organized
a fundraiser concert to com-

memorate Leonard Bernstein,
who passed away a few weeks
earlier. In an interview with
Telfed, Solly said, “People tried
to discourage me by saying no
one will come. I felt people
were tired of sitting in their
sealed rooms and I was right.
We had a waiting list of people
wanting to attend and it broke
my heart as a fundraiser to
return cheques.” Before the
concert, Solly presented Zubin
Mehta with a gas mask - just
in case.

a group of children of former
Southern Africans living in
Israel. “They came from a
variety of town and cities,
and from different religious
and political backgrounds to
participate in an informal discussion. Paul Liptz, a former
Zimbabwean, and a lecturer at
Tel Aviv University, acted as
the moderator. A lively debate
ensued on issues ranging from
democracy and freedom of
expression to the Jewish character of Israel.”

1995 - RABIN MURDER

ONLY IN ISRAEL

Returning to her apartment
in Ramat Aviv after the funeral
of her late husband, Leah Rabin
was met by a huge gathering of
youth. Tearfully, she looked out
towards them and said, “You are
our future.” Tapping into this
sentiment, Telfed Magazine
assembled in December 1995

The November 1995 Telfed
carried a delightful piece
about Max Decktor, a former
Capetonian who had served
as deputy mayor of Askelon
for seven years. “One night
Max returned home after one
of those never-ending council
meetings to ﬁnd that his apart-

RUSSELL'S
Air-Conditioning
For Heating and Cooling
CENTRAL and SPLIT air-conditioners
and maintenance division
for your home and ofﬁce.
In Ra’anana, Call Allan, Tel:

09-796-8163, 052-225-9078
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ment had been ransacked, but
strangely nothing was missing.” All was revealed when
he discovered a scrawled note
on his dressing table where his
personal papers were lying in
disarray, which read, “Sorry
Max, we didn’t know this was
your house.”

THE SPECIAL BREED

Simie
Weinstein
broadcasts news
from Israel in
Afrikaans.

For many years, Telfed ran
a series recalling the personal
stories of pioneers from
Southern Africa who responded
to the call to participate in the
most exciting adventure for a
Jew in the 20th century – the
rebirth of the State of Israel.
We ran stories on Leib Golan,
Harry Salber, Rona Baram,
Rica Menashe, Nachum Sneh
(Skikne), Zundel Segal, Sam
Solomon, Doris Lankin, Julia
Slonim,Yitzchak Abt, Kollie
Friedstein, Simie Weinstein,
Nehama Genossar, Solly
Friedman, Percy Manham,
Leslie Shanan (Shandel),
Muki Katz and many others.
They came to build and ﬁght in
the hope that future generations
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would live and prosper in peace
and security.
Whilst their dream of statehood has been realized, their
hopes for peace still seem
to painfully elude our grasp.
Who should know this better
than the brave residents in the
towns and settlements on our
borders, whose lives are so
often disrupted having to spend
endless days and nights in their
bomb shelters.

UNDER FIRE
Our July 1996 Cover
Story, we interviewed former
Southern Africans living on our
northern frontier learning how
they coped during ‘Operation
Grapes of Wrath’. “Their spirit
of determination was typiﬁed
by one mother’s account of how
they continued to observe Yom
Ha’Shoah, Yom Ha’Zikaron
and Yom Ha’Atzmaut in their
bomb shelter.” The Editorial
at the time read “May the day
dawn when a grape will not
be associated with the horrors
of war, but with the fruition of
hopes of out early pioneers.”

1998 - TELFED’S
JUBILEE YEAR
A sports extravaganza was
held at the Ra’anana Bowling
Club where cups and certiﬁcates were presented to former
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Southern Africans who had
contributed over ﬁve decades
to sport in Israel. Certiﬁcates
were awarded posthumously to
Charlie Mandelstam for golf,
Archie Davidson for tennis and
Max Spitz for bowls.
Later in the year, Telfed’s
production “Springboks &
Sabras,” entertained a sellout
crowd in Kfar Saba’s Cultural
Centre. The show illustrated
the migration of the Southern
African community from
Eastern Europe to South Africa
to Israel. Capturing a living
room scene in Dornfontein in
1937, “Oy vay, don’t tell me
you’re pregnant.” “No, Dad,
all I want to tell you is that
I’m off to Palestine.” “And I’m
supposed to be relieved?”

1999 - THE ARTS
Riva Rubin, who made aliyah
from South Africa in 1963,
was awarded the President’s
Prize for Literature. The prize
acknowledges, “that you can
be an Israeli writer even if you
don’t write in Hebrew. This is
a country based on immigrants
and the prize recognizes this
reality.”
Playwright Edna Mazya
(nee Kotlowitz) took the Israeli
theatre world by storm by walking away with awards for best

playwright
and play at this
year’s Theatre
A w a r d s
c e r e m o n y.
H e r p l a y,
HaMordim,
(The Rebels),
which ran
for months at
the Cameri
Theatre, is
partly autobiographical
and deals with
the role of the
Underground
during the
B r i t i s h
Mandate.
In 1997, Julie Shles’s movie
Afula Express, ran away
with six Oscars at the Israeli
Academy Awards ceremony,
including Best Director for
Julie, who came to Israel from
South Africa at age two with
her parents.
In 2000, Professor Hillel
Daleski of Hebrew University
won the prestigious Israel Prize

for Literature. Daleski is known
for his work on D.H. Lawrence
and the 19th and 20th century
English novel.

1999 - ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Over 50 former Southern
Africans who reached the pinnacle in the ﬁelds of either
medicine, science, academia or
the professions, were honoured
by Telfed in a special gala production at the Cultural Centre
in Ra’anana.
Telfed’s Academic Awards finalists (l-r):
Judge Felix Landau, Leon Charney (sitting in
for Prof. Isaac Kaplan), Prof. Ruth Berman,
Prof. Joe Borman, Arch. Harry Brand.
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JULY 2001 HOT SPOTS
With the intifada into its 10th
month, with frequent shootings
at Israeli cars, Telfed Magazine
ran a feature, interviewing
former Southern Africans living
over the Green Line in Efrat,
Tekoa, Moshav Telem, Gilo and
Beit El. Thelma Dove of Beit
El, remarked at the time, “We
are surrounded. Nevertheless,
we carry on with our lives as
normally as we can.”

2002 - CENTERING ON
ISRAEL
In the trenches only three
days and already seen action!
Michael Mensky, the Israel
Centre’s ﬁrst Director, was
carjacked in Johannesburg
outside his hotel. Not missing
a beat, Michael, who hails from
Kibbutz HaSollelim, went right
on to his meetings in Cape
Town, sans wallet, money
and ID. Initiated by Telfed,
and supported by the Jewish
Agency and the WZO, the
Israel Centre aims to promote
Israel by working together
with the established Zionist
and communal organizations
in South Africa.
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“The Show Must Go On” Grant and
Daniella Crankshaw.

2002 - ‘THE SHOW MUST
GO ON’
During the period of frequent bus bombings, when
Israelis were prone to stay
clear of public places and avoid
public transport as much as
possible, Telfed’s large cast
production, brought together
volunteers from the Israeli
Performing Arts to spread the
message ‘The Show Must Go
On.’ The magazine reported,
“The enthusiasm and passion of
the participants to do this show
reﬂected the resilience of our
community and a commitment
to the future. The curtain rose
setting the stage for renewed
purpose and optimism. The
Show Goes On.”

2005 - MODI’IN WITH
TELFED ON BOARD.
The year began with Telfed’s
latest housing project in Israel’s
fastest growing city. “Current
statistics show 80 percent of
the city’s population are under
the age of forty,” reported
Telfed Magazine. “By 2015,
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the projected population will
be approximately a quarter of a
million. Telfed has negotiated a
deal offering Southern Africans
apartments and penthouses at
very attractive prices.”

SAA FLIES SA MACCABIAH
DELEGATION
For the ﬁrst time in ﬁve
and a half years, a SAA plane

another South African airline,
‘Nationwide’, fell through, it
was left to SAA to save the
day. And this they did with
ﬂying colours. Quite literally!
“When I saw those wonderfull
bright colours on the tail of the
plane bringing in some 234
participants, my adrenalin went
soaring,” said Debbie Spiegel
(née Israel), the manager of
SAA in Israel.
Since S.A.A. stopped ﬂying
to Tel Aviv at the end of 1999,
they have been code-sharing
with El Al on the Tel AvivJohannesburg route.

Above: Three SA Rugby spectators read
Telfed Magazine. Below: Debbie, who
hails from Johannesburg was all praise
for her SAA team seen here on the plane
that brought the delegation. (l-r Debbie
Ross, Michal Rosenheim, Debbie Spiegel,
Arlene Carmeli.)

Three young South Africans
who may have been on this
momentous ﬂight to the biggest
Maccabiah in history, were
captured here sitting in the
stands watching the rugby ﬁnal
between South Africa and the
USA and reading, yes, wait for
it…….Telfed Magazine.

2005 - HITS TO WEBSITE
HIT NEW HIGHS

landed in Israel. Negotiations
between the SA Maccabi Union
ofﬁcials and El Al had broken
down some 10 days before the
Maccabiah and when further
11th hour negotiations with

Want to get the word out and
quickly to the Southern African
community, use the Telfed online magazine:
www.telfed.org.il
Latest statistics show that
“over a 148-day period, there
were 120,561 visits, an average of 855 hits a day,” said

Editor/Webmaster Dave Bloom,
who invites the public to submit
material and advertise.
This is a far cry from 1998,
when former Telfed Chairman
Mike Fredman, pioneered
the web to a reluctant Telfed
Executive. Today that is all
history and the website enjoys
thousands of visits from all over
the world.

THE FUTURE
Israel today is at a crossroads
at it negotiates its future with
its neighbouring Palestinians. In
our June issue 2005, the Cover
Story expressed the views of
Southern Africans from both
sides of The Green Line on the
disengagement process. The
journey of our country may
have a long way to go before our
front-page headlines could read,
“A large ﬁsh was caught off
the coast of Rosh Hanikra”, or
“Maccabi TA trounces HaPoel
Haifa in a thrilling ﬁnal.” Such
mundane luxuries we may have
to wait for.
Throughout Israel’s short
history, Southern Africans have
been contributing way beyond
their numbers to the development of the State. This process
will no doubt continue and
Telfed Magazine will be there
to report on it. •
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Donors ................................................ Honorees

KEREN TELFED FUND
Estelle Joffe ................................................Becky Marock on her 70th birthday
George & Mavis Wilk .................................Freda Zetler on her 90th birthday
Harold & Edie Kaufman, ............................Jack Rabin on his 70th birthday
Harold & Merle Jankelowitz, Jeff & Lily Milstein,
Rochelle Gelb, Norman Spiro & Yehudit
Pauline Eisen ..............................................Freda Zetler - 90th birthday
Rae Rabinowitz ..........................................Benji Rabinowitz
Debbie & Daniel Chitiz ..............................Rozanne Platzsky – in appreciation
Errol & Sheryl Derman ...............................Reg & Eve Donner - special anniversary
Larry & Carol Levin ...................................Michael & Sara Freund – Chanukat Bayit
Harold & Merle Jankelowitz .......................Eddy Hoffman on his 70th birthday
Sheila Swiel & family.................................Jack & Cecily Reichman - 60th anniversary
Louis & Sadie Herscowitz ..........................Jack & Cecily Reichman - 60th anniversary
Rochi & Eli Ilan, Shari & Mel, Shula & Cyril,
Lennie & Jeanie & families ........................Yetta Meyerowitz on her 85th birthday
Hymie & Micky Goldblatt ..........................Gerald & Sharon Brook on their birthdays
Jack & Rae Galloon ....................................Figgy Katzman on his 70th birthday
Michael & Eve Adler, Leslie & Adele Katz
Maish & Phyllis Gork ............................ Archie & Blanche Isaacson - 60th anniv.
George & Mavis Wilk ............................ Stanley & Mavis Horesh - 25th anniversary
Jack & Rae Galloon ....................................Julius Kowen on his 80th birthday
Dina Srago, Ernest & Nesta Lessem, Naomi Fredman,
Monty & Ida Rabie, Jack & Mavis Wolff
Sheila Swiel & family.................................Rita Chadowitz on her special birthday
Archie & Blanche Isaacson.........................Dave & Anita Seligman on their special anniv.
Fonda Dubb ................................................Adele & Mike Rubin – New Year greetings
Asher & Lesley Gotsman ............................Solly Elstein on his 70th birthday
Sonia Katz, Allan & Lynn Kacev, ...............Selma Kanichowsky on her 80th birthday
Philip & Estelle Chasen
Sheila Swiel & family.................................Diana & Gerry Morris – Diana’s birthday
Mike & Lynn Sacks ....................................Harold & Gali Sacks - silver anniversary
Meyer & Ghita Hurwitz ..............................Arnie Stein on his 70th birthday
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Brian & Andrea Armist ...............................David Lewis on his birthday
Sheila Swiel & family, Ernest & Nesta ......Nelly Alhadeff on her 70th birthday
Lessem, Myron & Sylvia Weinberg, Naomi Fredman,
Issy & Sue Schochat, Harold & Molly Rabkin
Julius Kowen .......................... Yael Gilboa for making wonderful celebration arrangements
Ellis Kowen & family, Joseph & Hava & family
Martin & Galit & family
Steven & Nadine Kalmek ....... Harry & Judy Goldes - golden wedding
Hilton & Harriet Bark .................................Werner Grubel on his 93rd birthday
Kikey Josman .............................................Lola Katz – in appreciation
Rae Rabinowitz, Freda Raphael, ................Yehudit Rabinowitz on her 93rd birthday
Gessie & Belle Borok
Orkie Chesed ..............................................Boz Fehler on his second Barmitzvah
Simmy & Yael Adar ....................................George Wilk on his 85th birthday
Leonore Shavei Zion & Hymie Caspar .......Colman & Rita Roberts - golden wedding
Harold & Molly Rabkin
Jackie & Davina Shmueli ...........................Doddie Gordon on his 70th birthday
Leslie & Iris Amdur, Keevan & Cynthia
Kahanowitz, Lennie & Selma Cartoon
Naomi Fredman ..........................................Zelma Epstein on
all her smachot
Michael Heim ..........................Colin Block on his outstanding
academic achievement

Doddie in Bnei Zion uniform at
the Habonim 75th Reunion.

Michael Heim .............................................David Weinstein – in appreciation
Debbie Chitiz ..............................................Glenda Sacks – in appreciation
Debbie Chitiz ..............................................A Beller – in appreciation
Debbie Chitiz .............................................Vivienne Hotz - in appreciation
Margie Goss, Issy & Sonia Kacev, .............Jack & Mavis Wolff - 60th anniversary
Martin & Michelle Wolff, Ernest & Nesta
Lessem, Maurice & Babette Kaplan
Gessie & Belle Borok

Nokkie Scher on his
80th birthday

Annette Milliner, Baruch Giladi

Renee Rakin on
her special birthday

Jack & Mavis Wolff
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Cynthia Reingold ........................................Keren Telfed
Monty & Myra Zion ...................................Barney Gilbert on his 90th birthday
Nick & Nelly Alhadeff, ...............................Sam Levin on his 90th birthday
Maish & Jocelyn Isaacson, Freda Raphael, Rae Rabinowitz, Leo & Hazel
Camron, Esther Rimon Sebba, Leslie & Babette Serebro, Norma Davidov,
Avraham & Channa Eidelman, Raie Gurland, Ben & Felicia Cohen, Dave Meyerowitz,
Anne Bloch, Wolﬁe Traub & family, Honie & Rose Rosenberg,
George & Mavis Wilk, the Staff of the SAZF (Israel), Yehudit Rabinowitz & family,
Smoky & Myra Simon, Julius and Fay Weinstein, David and Hilary Kaplan

FOOD PARCELS FOR SOLDIERS/THE NEEDY
Roy & Perla Chweidan ...............................Food parcels for soldiers
Ivan Myers .................................................. Food parcels for soldiers
Elma Arzee .................................................Riva Rome on her 90th birthday
Mavis Gottlieb
Anonymous ................................................Food vouchers for single parents
Louis & Isobel Hare ...................................Max Geffen on his birthday
Sarah Plehn’s Senior Citizens’ Group .........Keren Telfed
Fonda Dubb ................................................Rose Fisher on her 90th birthday

KEREN ALIZA FUND
Hillel Faktor & Margie Goss .......................... Jack Rabin on his 70th birthday
Marvyn Hatchuel & LilyRose Michalowsky .... Shoshana Weil on her birthday
Marvyn Hatchuel & LilyRose Michalowsky .. Meira Frankel on her birthday
Gaby & Freda Haimovitz ................................ Selma Kanichowsky – 80th birthday
Walter & Rica Hatchuel .................................. Boz Fehler on his 2nd Barmitzvah
Louis Podolsky & family, ............................... Ayelet & Yanka on the birth of their son
David & Jenny Michalowsky & family

IN MEMORIAM
Ziona Agulnik & Henrietta Wolffe-David ......... In loving memory of their mother Laura Wolffe
Henry & Chippy (Is), Hilary & Harold (SA) .. In loving memory of Muriel Gild and Billy (USA)

Jerry & Dodo Pollack .................................In loving memory of Irene (Renee) Katz

VICTIMS OF TERROR FUND
Paul & Sharon Bernstein ............................Leo Silbermann on his 80th birthday
Maurice & Joyce Tucker .............................Michael Rapp on his 70th birthday
Note:Donations are acknowledged in this column as soon as possible after receipt thereof.
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FOCUS
ON TELFED
Compiled by Sharon Bernstein

Western Province Zionist Council (WPZC)
Reports Telfed Chairman Itz Kalmanowitz

I feel privileged to have been invited to participate in the
Bi-annual conference of the WPZC held at the Albow Centre
in Cape Town during September. There were visitors and
participants engaged in activities centred around the youth,
women, fundraising, local community welfare, the aged and
Zionist activity. It is heartening that so much activity takes
place, indicating a warm, caring and dedicated community.
Itz Kalmanowitz
The Conference was held in a positive atmosphere of optimism and support. If there were areas of disagreement, which in any politically
oriented organisation are inevitable, it was not reﬂected in overall support and
concern for Israel and its future.
Participants with experience in the ﬁeld led the main sessions dealing with
Aliya & Youth activities. The desire to participate in the debates was strenuous,
even aggressive, but always constructive and illuminating. Whilst the rate at which
decisions to make Aliya is slow, the general interest displayed in private conversations, lead one to feel a sense of optimism that this could undergo change.
Dr David Breakstone from the WZO delivered the keynote address. He gave
a presentation of the acute problem of the widening socio-economic schism in
Israeli society and the need to recognise and meet this challenge. A session
devoted to the media and its treatment of Israel’s security was useful to hear
debated by a concerned Zionist leadership.
South African Jews are living through a period of major change. In order
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PRAS Project Turns Three

to compensate
for 300 years
Reports Debbie Chitiz
of historical
Nineteen students and a student
inequities,
coordinator helped a wide variety
the majority
of people from new immigrant
government
children to the elderly and from
i m p o s e s o n Telfed Chairman Itz Kalmanowitz, Israel
all across the country. Excellent
Centre Director Dorron Klein, Owen
the one hand
feedback
has been received from all the
t h r o u g h a Futeran, SAZF Chairman Avrom Krengel.
participants - students and recipients
policy of ‘afﬁrmative action’, difﬁculties
alike. Although the programme ran from
for young white graduates to achieve, while
January to June – most of the students have
on the other, exciting opportunities to bring
retained contact with their clients and conabout a just society in the longer term.
tinue to visit them on a regular basis.
As the community, and especially young
Through PRAS, the
people, face this new challenge, it is
olim students who had
heartwarming that support for Israel
difﬁculty with school
and the desire to participate in the
work have managed
Jewish historical experience remains
to pass the school year
strong and vibrant.
with ease and adapt
to Israeli society with
the help of their “older
The Stanley & Zea Lewis Foundation,
brother or sister”, while
administered by Telfed, is one of the
aging couples have benmajor Trusts which assists Telfed in
Natalie Sandler and Sheri Kassel eﬁted from the relacaring for the welfare of the Southern
tionship formed with a
African community in Israel. The Trust
“grandson or granddaughter”.
distributes study bursaries to needy students
Sheri Kassel who recently completed
and ﬁnancial assistance to families and
three years as the Coordinator of PRAS,
individuals who have fallen on hard times.
has handed over the reins to Natalie
Stanley & Zea Lewis recently met with
Sandler. We wish Sheri behatzlacha and
Telfed representatives to review the work
thank her for the dedicated job she did over
of the Trust and
the past three years.
it was agreed that
Likewise we wish
further funds have
Natalie a successful
to be raised in
Israel and abroad
Stanley & Zea Lewis with
in order to meet
Israeli Trustees Sam Levin
the increased
& Nick Alhadeff, and Telfed
representatives Annette
demand for assistMilliner & Sidney Shapiro.
ance.

In Telfed We Trust
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term as PRAS coordinator for the current
academic year.
Applications are now being received
from students willing to participate in our
fourth PRAS programme. If you have a
good command of the English language,
have ﬁlled in an application for a Telfed
scholarship and feel that you will have the
time available to participate, please call
Debbie on 09-7446110 ext 205.

Farewell To Shula Rubinow

Manof Celebrates 25 years

Writes Telfed Vice Chair
Annette Milliner:“There
was never a time that you
turned your back on anyone
requiring information—
whether they were olim,
Shula Rubinow
vatikim, senior citizens,
young students or unqualiﬁed people wanting to
make their life in Israel. You were there to advise
and hold their hands until their feet had touched
solid ground. You were the shoulder they could
cry on; their conﬁdante, but above all, your
knowledge was encyclopaedic.”

After 37 years of service, Shula Rubinow
has taken her leave of Telfed. “Its tough,”
she says, “After all, its like saying goodbye
to family.” No doubt her expertise will still
be sought and evidence of this was that
within a week of her farewells at Telfed, she
was boarding a plane to Australia to where
she was sent on short-term shlichut by the
Jewish Agency.

While the focus this year by Telfed’s
Projects Committee has been on Modi’in,
where some 40 apartments have been snapped
up by Southern Africans both in Israel and
from abroad (See Telfed March 2005). The
year 2005 also marks the 25th anniversary of
one of Telfed’s earlier successes.
Visitors from all over Israel, including representatives from Telfed and the
Jewish Agency, attended moshav Manof’s
25th celebrations.
Since the ﬁrst 35
Writes Telfed Vice Chair Hilary Kaplan:“Most
families moved to
people need books of reference, websites etc,
their new homes
but not so with Shula. She would be able to
in 1980,a further
rattle off all the new laws and conditions,
100 have joined
updates and changes. This ensured that
and there are a
further twenty ‘Manofniks’ Irit and Sidney Kaplan, whoever Shula dealt with got the very best
assistance with the utmost care and sensitivhomes under
Janice and Jack Freedberg with
c o n s t r u c t i o n . Telfed Vice-Chair Hilary Kaplan. ity. You will be sorely missed by all those
whose lives you touched.”
Vice-Chair Hilary
Kaplan brought greetings from Telfed,
Writes former colleague Narda Korakin:
expressing that “Unlike the Maccabiah
“When I recall working with Shula, I am
athletes this week who are uncertain if they
reminded of a mother hen, looking after all her
will be taking home a medal or not, it is a
new aliyah “chicks” clearing their path from any
sure thing that the success of Manof on its
obstacle they may encounter and ‘feeding’ them
25th is deserving of a Gold.”
constantly with crucial information to ensure
their ‘survival’.
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Writes former Telfed Chairman David Kaplan:
“While for many people, a job is a job - not so
with Shula. She approached her work with a passion and dedication that endeared her to the many
thankful recipients of her services and earned
her the respect from her colleagues in the Jewish
Agency and other immigrant organizations. How
often I recall outsiders tapping into her expertise
and commenting, “If anyone will know, Shula
will.” She didn’t just come by that reputation,
she earned it.

We wish Telfed
Magazine continued
success in all its its
endeavours.
Selwyn & Valerie Feinblum
& family

•
Prior to his departure in taking up his
new position as ambassador to South Africa,
Ilan Baruch paid a courtesy call at Telfed
where he met with the Management Committee. Discussions ensued on aliyah and
bi-lateral trade relations.
Addressing a Telfed
South Africa has been without
gathering in Raanana,
an Israeli ambassador since
South Africa’s new Chief
Tova Herzl departed some
Rabbi, Warren Goldstein,
eighteen months ago.
said that in the light of
his country’s “political
Cognisant of South Afrimiracle” - even suggesting
ca’s growing fundamen“we can see the hand of
talist Muslim movement,
God there” - Israel can no
Baruch expressed in a recent
Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein with Itz
longer “rely on the push
interview to Ha’aretz that
Kalmanowitz and Sidney Shapiro.
from South Africa any“Whoever shows support for
more. For South Africans
violence against us, is not a
to come to Israel today, it has to be a pull
partner for conversation. I don’t think I
aliyah.” He stressed, “the South African
should seek out Hamas supporters for diaJewish community should no longer be
logue.” In the wake of Israel’s disengagement
looked upon as a community in crisis.
from Gaza, he may well have an easier time
With the former emigrants returning to the
than his predecessor, whose ambassadorship
country, including Jews, the sizes of our
coincided with the most violent period of
communities have stabilized.”
the Intifada.
The Chief Rabbi proudly asserted, “We
Keen to learn from the South African
have a stable democracy and a balanced
experience of reconciliation, he expressed
budget. Critics of South Africa are running
that on “people-to-people issues, we could
out of reasons” to criticize their former
learn a lot and apply it to our endeavours to
country.
create improved relations between Israelis
All members of the Telfed Executive and Staff
wish Shula the best of health, happiness and
fulﬁllment in the future.

Telfed Hosts……
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Best wishes to “Telfed” on its 30th
anniversary from the Chaverim of Kibbutz
Yizreel....
Home of the robotic pool cleaner and
“Tamuz” Ltd. Advanced
Manufacturing & Solutions.
Tel. 04-65981111
and Palestinians. I aim to explore these
opportunities in South Africa.”

Netzer Visits Telfed
Reports Margo Sugarman

Netzer, the South African Reform Movement’s youth movement, sent its ﬁrst group
to tour Israel this June. The group of ﬁfteen
ranging from age 16-22 visited Telfed for
a chat and a light lunch. In spite of having
spent several hours on a bus before reaching
Ra’anana, the group was full of energy, and
ﬁlled the conference room with their high
spirits and enthusiasm for the programme
they were on. They were given some background on Telfed’s activities in Israel, and
were fascinated to hear from Yael Weiss
about life in Israel as a young Israeli about
to enlist in the
army.
The Netzer
group then
brought the Telfed’s Youth &
Students Committee up to date
on one of South

Africa’s lesser-known youth movements. While Netzer may be small in
numbers, the dedication and commitment
of its members both to Israel and to South
African causes are signiﬁcant. We hope
that this encounter in Israel will be the
ﬁrst of many.
Telfed also hosted a student tour under the
auspices of SAUJS as well as a Mizrachi
Pilot tour.

Telfed Looks to the Future
By Hilary Kaplan

Every organization needs to reﬂect on
its mission and vision from time to time.
Members of the Telfed Executive met at Beit
Issie Shapiro on Friday 23rd September to
participate in a Retreat to do just that.
Facilitated by professionals Derek Perlman and
Batya Hodatov, the executive divided into small workshops.
“What makes Telfed
unique?” All the participants agreed that the assistance it gives to the Southern

Netzer group at the Telfed offices.
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African community - welcoming new
olim, ﬁnding employment, housing
projects, the granting of scholarships
and bursaries, ﬁnancial assistances
in the form of grants or loans or just
keeping the community connected through
the website, magazine or special events - is
what makes Telfed unique.
However the most challenging discussion followed a report by Director Sidney
Shapiro on the changing environment in
which Telfed functions.
Operating under new, harsh ﬁnancial
constraints – an end to the Jewish Agency
budget starting from 2006 - the participants
had to think clearly as to which activities
and projects should remain priorities.
Each of the groups came up with interesting and challenging ideas. This was the
beginning of a process that together with
Telfed’s professional staff will help determine the direction of the organization and
how best to implement the ideas presented to
ensure that Telfed will always be a ‘unique’
organization caring for its community.
Telfed invites you to send in your
thoughts and/or suggestions on what you

H.L PAINTING LTD. Hylton Sher
Reliable • Efficient • Clean
√ Painting
Amishav 27/7
Tel Aviv
Tel:

(03)7320194
Mobile:

√ Complete Interiors and Exteriors
√ Carpet and Furniture Cleaning
√ Floor Polishing
√ Steam Cleaning
√ Household Repairs

(052)2529437
E-mail: hylsher@netvision.net.il
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Ilana Bank and
Michelle Woolf
a the Telfed
retreat.

feel the priorities
for the organisation should be. Log
onto the Forum at
www.telfed.org.il
and let us hear from you. You can also email
us at: info@telfed.org.il or write to Telfed
(See address on page 1).

Mazal Tovs
•Mazal tov to Sidney and Michele
Shapiro and Janice Green on the birth of
a grandson. •Mazal tov to Leanne Gaffan
on her marriage to Gadi Hareli.

REGIONAL NEWS
Eilat
Mid-September, Telfed’s most Southern
Regional Committee met with Debbie
Chitiz, who traveled from Raanana to
personally voice Telfed’s support and
encouragement.
Fonda Dubb was elected “Social Coordinator” and Linda Dreiblatt, Telfed Assistance Coordinator. Besides the delicious
sandwiches and melktert courtesy of Fonda,
Debbie presented challenging ideas on how
to channel the group. Members of the community know whom to turn to for social and
ﬁnancial assistance and a strong, willing
and supportive group was formed. The next
event will be a “Chanukah” get-together
on Saturday evening, the 24th December.
Further details will follow.

Kfar Saba
The Telfed Regional committee is
active in a variety of projects in the general community. Its Keren Aliza Fund,

named after a former Zimcity. He looked to the local combabwean member of the
munity to welcome newcomers
committee, assists children
and presented instances of other
with special educational
successful towns in Israel where
needs. In September the
South Africans had settled and
Fund donated NIS 500 to
integrated so well.
Provisions provided by Beth Protea
assist two children whose residents were distributed by Telfed to
Annette brought greetings
family could not afford to needy members of the Southern African from Telfed, thanked outgoing
buy schoolbooks.
community around Israel.
and Modiin’s ﬁrst Chairman,
The main reason why
Haim Miller. Clint Rubin was
the committee is able to obtain municipal
elected the new chairman.” Dave Bloom
facilities for Telfed functions at nominal
gave a Power Point presentation on Telfed’s
cost, is “because we are so active in our
activities - and spoke of the vital role of
city’s activities under the banner of Telfed,”
Telfed in reaching out to the community
explains Janine Gelley, Chairperson of
through its magazine, website and email
Telfed, Kfar Saba. She cites the example of
newsletter.
the Cancer Society where “our committee
The guest speaker, Marlyn Butchins
has been active for over a decade.”
gave a presentation of her Dizengoff Quilt
Project (See Telfed Magazine March 2005)

Modi’in AGM

Modiin recently held their AGM attended
by Telfed’s Vice Chairs, Annette Milliner
& Dave Bloom as well as staff member
Debbie Chitiz.
The Mayor of Modiin opened with a few
words of greetings and spoke of his visits
to South Africa to encourage aliyah to his

Ra’anana
Telfed’s Ra’anana Regional Committee is presently organizing museum tours.
In August a group of 57 visited the new
Yad Vashem Holocaust museum. The
next tour will be to the Menahem Begin
cont. on next page

WinX - Computers
and network support
For further information,
please contact us:
www.winx.co.il
•Hardware and software repairs
info@winx.co.il
•Small and medium businesses networking support Ofﬁce (09)7744770
•Home networking support
Selwyn Hare (052)505049
•Special deals for new computers and accessories Tal Almog (052)851975
•Fast and reliable service guaranteed
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NEW
ARRIVALS

OCUS

Heritage Centre, scheduled for Friday
the 11th November. If you are interested
in registering, contact Barry Kornel on
050-6700154 or Debbie Chitiz at Telfed,
09-7446110 ext 205. •

ARE YOU LOSING
YOUR HAIR?

JOHANNESBURG
Ben Shmuel, Shalom, Celeste née Stols
(designer) and Adam, Eliaz & Tamar
Fleischer, Alan (accountant)
Friedman, Ephraim (jeweller) and
Merle née Louis (academic)
Jaacobi, Yitzchak and
Thelma née Frack (housewife)
Plen, Aviva
Isaacs, Julian
Marshak, Michael and
Dina née Sacks (retired)
Sassi, Amos and
Oraleah née Philips (doctor)
Sevitz, Belinda (occupational therapist)
Gobey, Uri (computers)
Aremband, David and Florence
Hovsha, Laura (childcare)
Kezurer, Kevin, Katie and children: Reuben,
Nitsah and Matityahu
Galgut, Myron and Jacqueline

CAPE TOWN

DID YOU KNOW THAT THERE
IS A NATURAL SOLUTION?
For more information please contact
Irene Stein on 09-9509850
or 0545-305125
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Bitton, Ittamar
Friedman, Evelyn nee Dorfman (retired)
Kornblum, Moshe (rabbi), Gilah nee
Galloon, (speech therapist) and children:
Rifka, Aliza, Esther, Yonatan, and Baruch
Marcus, Lior (business manager)
Sherman, Lazar and Batya

DURBAN
Davidowitz, Choni, Miriam and Moira

HARARE
Kohll, Edgar and Joyce nee Cork (retired)

beth protea
b•u•l•l•e•t•i•n

reports Channi Hurwitz

THE MAGIC NUMBER THIRTEEN

S

ometimes in life, the dream and the reality are
two completely separate issues. With Beth Protea,
that has never been the case.
What started out as a vision by
a group of insightful women
and men, with the needs of their
community in mind, has turned
into an immaculately functioning
organization imbued with love,
caring and compassion. The result
exceeds the bounds of any regular
household.

Celia Olswang
lighting the first
candle with Lynn
Lockoff. left: MC
Channi Hurwitz with
candle-lighters Beth Protea Chairman Harry Chweidan and Paul Liptz.

This year, Beth Protea proudly
celebrates its Barmitzvah. To commemorate this special birthday, a Gala
Dinner was held at the end of August as a tribute to all those wonderful people
who made the Beth Protea dream a reality. Entertaining our guests at the
Daniel Hotel in Herzliya were the Ra’anana
Symphonette and the special vocal talents of
Yevgeny Shapovalov, Vladislav Garay and
Colin Schachat, resulting in a concert never
to be forgotten.
At the end of September, a Special
Birthday Party celebration was held at Beth
Protea for all the residents, their families,
friends and the staff. On this special
Telfed Vice-Chair Hilary Kaplan, Beth Protea
night, thirteen candles were lit—each one
Director of Public Relations Lyn Bach with
illuminating a particular facet of the Protea
donors Sheila and Eric Sampson.
Diamond, reinforcing our belief that “Even
a little light can transform much darkness”.
The dedication and warmth – the hallmark of the relationship between
Beth Protea’s residents and staff – were all too evident in the display of
partnership of the evening’s celebration.
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Telfed welcomes all Southern
Africans from the continent of Africa
as well as from nearly everywhere
else. The unfolding saga of Southern
African migration was so poignantly
encapsulated by one perplexed
English squash player who at the
16th Maccabiah observed, “Funny
thing is, whatever country I play
against, I always end up swapping
my T-shirt with someone with a
South African accent.”
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WORLD
THE

The 17th Maccabiah 2005
AROUND
M
RO

FOR 10 DAYS

By David Kaplan

No doubt there will be other bewildered
athletes from Chili to Singapore who at these
Games will soon discover that their opposite
number on the ﬁeld, track, court or green
with a peculiar accent and forever saying
“ja” might just as easily be playing for Israel,
Australia, Canada, the UK or the USA as he
might for South Africa.
And as for Singapore, this will be the
ﬁrst time this Asian country will be competing in the Maccabiah, as will
China. Hong Kong will
march under a different
ﬂag. With over 8000
athletes competing
– up from 3500 in
2001 - “This will
be the biggest Maccabiah in history,”
says South African
Jeanne Futeran, the
Jeanne Futeran,
ﬁrst woman President
President of the Maccabi
of the Maccabi World
World Union
Union.

such a large delegation of youngsters. This
is so important because while the Maccabiah
is essentially a sports event, it is no less a
Zionist activity. I still ﬁnd the participation
very emotional.”
Issy Kramer is the only South African
associated with water polo in Israel. A past
president of the Israeli Water Polo Association
and currently its treasurer, Issy has helped
build the sport in Israel over many years.
However, he too asserts, “that the Maccabiah
is so much more than about sport. Winning
is not the purpose of the Maccabiah, participation is.”

SHOOTING STARS
“Netball will be experiencing its best
turnout in Maccabi history,” says Jody
Carreira referred to as “the living spirit”
behind the sport in Israel. Cited on the Maccabiah website as the “fastest growing sport
at this year’s Games”, Israel will be taking
on South Africa, the UK and Australia at the
Hayovel Hall in Herzliya.

Looking forward to
meeting their former
kin, both on and off the ﬁeld, court
or whatever, are former Southern
Africans who will be competing
for Israel.
Dentist Brian Segal is
the Maccabi coordinator for
squash. “We have between
8-10 countries that will be
competing. Our chances are
good, but the highlight will be
the juniors. We have never had
South African Maccabiah Delegation 1950
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Formerly of Johannesburg, Jodi feels, “it
an absolute privilege
to play as an Israeli
in a sport that I
am so passionate
about.” Together
with many of her
fellow South
Africans, Jodi
has worked hard
at developing netball in Israel and
feels that the Maccabiah “is a wonderful
opportunity to promote
the sport in Israel.”
For Jodi this Maccabiah will
be a family affair, as her husband will
be representing Israel in rugby. Also in her
team will be another former South African
Carol Levin, whose daughter will be playing in the juniors. As the ‘goal shooter’ in
the team, “it is my job to put the ball into the
net’. And she is training pretty hard to do just
that. Netball is far from being a “girly sport”
- a female adaptation of “men’s basketball”
- and Carol has quite a few bruises to verify
this point.

MEN ONLY
With seven countries participating in
rugby – Israel, South Africa, the UK, Chili,
Canada, the US and Australia – the “men’s
game” is a far cry from its inaugural entry
into the Maccabiah in 1981, when only two
teams competed. “Rugby is the most popular
sport at the Maccabiah,” says Cyril Morris,
executive administrator of the Israeli Rugby
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Israel’s
Netball Team:
Captain Jodi Carreira
(center), 2nd from left - Carol Levin

Union (IRU). “Preliminary matches have
attracted some 3000 spectators in the past,
while the ﬁnals have been known to draw as
many as 12,000.This year we expect a record
number of spectators,” says Cyril.
Captaining the 1981 Israeli squad was
Paul Hammar, an ex-Zimbabwean. Today,
he is coaching, the national team, with former
South African Jeremy Schauder. The Israeli
squad lost so devastatingly to Latvia and
Lithuania recently, that someone was heard
to quip, “Oy veh, more pogroms from those
guys!” Anyway, the exposure to international
competition has prepared the local boys well
and according to Paul, “are raring to prove
themselves.”
“We are going to wipe out the competition

in the junior section,” boasts Stanley Perlman, chairman of the Israel Cricket association since 1994. He has good reason
to be conﬁdent. With over a two-year
spate of spectacular wins, “our junior
development programme has been rated
as the best in the world,” says Stanley.
While Israel is one of the lowest ranked
nations in international cricket, “we have
been receiving accolades for our innovative
programmes. Malcolm Speed, the CEO of
the International Cricket Association, will
be attending the Maccabiah to see how our
cricketers perform. No doubt, he is particularly
keen to see our juniors in action.”
Should the Chairman himself take to the
ﬁeld this July in the senior division, it will be
his 7th Maccabiah. Howzat for a record!

Dr. Ian
Froman,
President
of the
Israel Tennis
Association, seen
here with the British
Ambassador at the recent Israel/
UK Davis Cup clash in Ramat Hasharon. The victor
is evident from the facial expressions.

“This Maccabiah there
will be literally thousands upon
thousands
of tennis balls
ﬂying through
the air,” says Ian
Rugby icons: Cyril
Froman,
Chairman of the
Morris (l) seen here
with the late Dr. Dannie Israel Tennis Association.
“Tennis will have the
Craven.
largest entry of players,
as well as the number of
participating countries. We also have a grand
Masters’ series, comprising eight groups
– men’s & women’s - from age 35 to 75.”
One local entrant in the Masters’ will
be Harold Jankelowitz. This will
be his 3rd Maccabiah.
For Harold, the Maccabiah has a very special signiﬁcance.
His late mother,
Miriam won a
Gold in the 1963
Maccabiah representing South
Africa for bowls
and “led directly
to our family
coming on aliyah.
True, we were very
much a Zionist family,
but it was the Maccabiah that really got things
moving.”
continued on next page
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right: Playing in his third
Maccabiah, Tennis’
Harold Jankelowitz.

mendous amount
of organization
with 251 games
scheduled.”

MARATHON MAN
Being the convener of the organizing committee for bowls was not enough for
one energetic Ivan Kantor. He
will also be playing squash
in the Masters. So, “if I run
out of breath, it will be less
for what’s happening on
court and more because I
will be running between the
Raanana Bowling Club and
the Raanana Squash Club.”
Fortunately for
Ivan, the clubs are
next door to each
other. Ivan, who
is also a director
of World Bowls,
which governs the
activities of some one
million bowlers worldwide, says, “For bowls, the 17th Maccabiah
will be the biggest ever. We will have over 100
bowlers from Israel, the UK, South Africa,
Australia and even Grenada There is a tre-
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Itz Kalmonowitz, Chairman of the
South African Zionist
Federation in Israel (Telfed)
is particularly upbeat about this Maccabiah.
“We can be truly proud of the large numbers
of our community in Israel participating
in the 17th Maccabiah. It reﬂects the huge
contribution they have made and continue
to make in nearly every sport in Israel.
In many instances, they are the driving
force behind the success stories of
these sports.”
As with so many sporting Southern Africans in Israel, who will
tell you that it was because
of Maccabi that they came
on Aliyah, Itz expresses
the hope that “many who
are participating in this
Maccabiah will one day
decide to make Israel their
home. Telfed is ready to
welcome you.” •
Top: Issy Kramer, Former
President of the Israel Water Polo
Association says, “Winning is not the
purpose of the Maccabiah, participation
is.” Above: Israel’s rugby coach in his heyday, Paul
Hammer. Left: Ivan Kantor plays squash and is the
convener of Bowls Organising Committee.

NUPTIALS
Mazal
Tov

Shira, daughter of David
Yellin of Tel Aviv and
Diana Yellin of Raanana,
married Uri, son of
Haim and Yael Meitlis of
Petach Tikvah.
Gila, daughter of Jack and Vivienne Hotz
of Raanana married Jason, son of Sheila
and Monty Nussbaum of Johannesburg.

Dov, son of
Ilana and Mendy
Joselowitz of
Raanana married
Shoshana,
daughter of Marla
and Gerry Farkas
of Efrat.

continued on
next page
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Mazal
Tov

Carmel, daughter
of Max & Yvonne
Leibowitz of
Benoni, married
Avshalom, son of Shalom & Mazal
Madmone of Kfar Saba.

Chanan, son of Ian and Lorraine
Tuffias, married Kerenorr,
daughter of Dror and
Lenni Ben Natan.

Dalya, daughter of Malcolm and Pam
Zaidel, married Jonathan, son of Liz and
Hilton Sack of Sydney, Australia

RUSSELL'S
Air-Conditioning
For Heating and Cooling
CENTRAL and SPLIT air-conditioners
and maintenance division
for your home and ofﬁce.
In Ra’anana, Call Allan, Tel: 09-796-8163, 052-225-9078
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BOOK NOOK

Review by Sam Levin

WOMAN OF

A

STEEL
IN

her 87th year, Sylvia Winnikow has
come out with a delightful autobiography – “I REMEMBER MAMMA” – The recollections
of Sylvia Smaller Winnikow. I found this to be
a fascinating read, especially as I remember
her as a vivacious bat-mitzvah aged girl as
far back as 1929 and as a gifted member of
the Cape Town Young Judeans. (I was her
Secretary at the time)
Sylvia takes the reader nostalgically back
to the early Jewish quarters of Cape Town
– Who would have dreamt at that time that
young Sylvia would develop into a major
industrialist operating across three continents
in South Africa, Israel, and Australia.

POPE-GERI
INSURANCE
E

NC
R
FO ELLE
C
EX

CAR AND HOUSE INSURANCE

- ENGLISH SUMMARY -

MEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE

countrywide (09)862-4824

From an early age Sylvia held down one
challenging job after another and together
with her ﬁrst husband, the late Cecil Smaller,
set up the Union Metal Exchange, which
traded locally and represented overseas
conglomerates, mainly in the steel trade.
Ultimately, they established a landscaped
industrial park, encompassing vast enterprises
and employing hundreds of workers. She
records her father’s advice “Do your best my
child, let others do their worst. Oil ﬂoats.”
Her active business career did not restrict her
from involvement in Zionist affairs - Chairman
of the Bnoth Zion (twice), a leading member of
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Shai Bar Ilan Geographical Tours
• China & Hong Kong - 17 days, departs Aug. 31 and Oct. 26, 2005,
with guide Amira Ilan; Only a few places left!

The No. 1 travel
company in Israel
for the religious
public.

• Australia – 20 days, departs Dec. 4, 2005
•Special Deals for the Holidays on the best hotels
• South Africa – 17 days, Jan. 2006
in Tiberias, Herzliya, Jerusalem and Europe.
• Mexico & Guatemala – 18 days, departs Dec. 5, 2005
• Galapagos Islands & Ecuador – 16 days, Jan. 2006
• S. America: Peru, Argentina & Brazil – 22 days, Feb. 2006
All tours are kosher and Shomer Shabbat.
Call Bilha (03) 616-7695, E-mail: tours@shaibarilan.com

BOOK NOOK
the Western Province Zionist Council and Board
of Deputies, as well as of one the pioneers of
the Herzlia Jewish Day School. Often these
interests would coincide.
She recalls in the early 1950’s a call from
a friend “to subscribe for $1000 shares in the
extensions to the Sharon Hotel in Herzlia
Pituach. This small hotel, the ﬁrst in what
was to become a chain and which would
transform Israel into a tourist attraction, was
ready to redouble its facilities. We thought
rather than buy shares in the project to preferably supply the reinforcing steel the building
would need.” Taking advantage of the slump
in the steel market, the Smallers acquired a
large tonnage from a Belgian Company at a
“very low price” and passed on the “bargain”
to the hotel developers.
Sylvia includes in her book a gem on fundraising strategy. “We always pestered lawyers
to recommend to their clients to remember
us (Israeli projects) in their wills. This was
not always easy as there are those suspicious
among us who feared it might hasten their
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demise if they planned for it. So we always
imparted the WIZO directive:
“When you make your will,
May the paper on which it is written
Become yellow with age.”
Following her frequent visits to Israel,
Sylvia became Chairman of the Friends of
the Haifa and Tel Aviv Universities. She
later married Shlomo Winnikow in Israel.
Miraculously he had escaped the ravages
of the Second World War in Poland and had
arrived in Palestine with a prototype of a
diamond-cutting and polishing machine. He
would later become the ﬁrst President of the
Diamond Merchants’ Association.
Despite bouts with life-threatening illnesses, there remains no holding back of this
remarkable woman. As irrepressible as ever,
Sylvia, who lives in Tel Aviv, still divides her
year between three continents, overseeing her
vast business interests.
Since this review, Sylvia’s husband Shlomo
has regrettably passed away.

IN MEMORIAM
The Chairman, Executive members and Staff of the SAZF
(Israel) extend sincere condolences to the families concerned
on the loss of their beloved relatives:
Alon Schmidt of Rishon Lezion

Lydia Klass of Ramat Gan

Anne Passwell of Herzliya

Margot Lax of Haifa

Benjamin Rabinowitz of Raanana

Marigold Gelfand of the USA

Doris Saffer of Kibbutz Matsuva

Michael Kruss of Ashkelon

Elaine Miller of Tel Aviv

Mickey Alswang of Netanya

Emanuel Glassman of Jerusalem

Monte Freedman of Tel Mond

Ettie Cohen of South Africa

Reuven Avram of Hod Hasharon

Grace Liferow of Netanya

Shmuel Littman of Haifa

Helen Block of South Africa

Solly Kessler of Cape Town

Hilda Kaplan of Kibbutz Yotvat

Irene (Renee) Katz of Cape Town

Jack Ellis of Raanana

Adi Shaked of Herzliya

Laura Woolf of South Africa

Michal Tabancholowitz of Haifa

Lily Kostrometzky of Holon

Shlomo Winnikow of Tel Aviv

Lucie Shapiro of Raanana

s
Monte Freedman once proudly admitted publicly to two love affairs. “First with my wife
Rose, who unfailingly stands besides me and lifts my spirits. The
second is with Israel. I remember going there on leave from the
army and falling in love with the ruggedness of the terrain as
well as the poverty yet richness of its people.”
The passion that Monty exhibited in both these “affairs”
fueled a lifetime of devoted community service both in South
Africa and in Israel. In South Africa, Monty had been active at
the King David Schools and SA Board of Education, a member
of the SAZF, SAJBOD and Chairman of the JNF.
On his tenure as Chairman of the JNF, Adv ‘Mookie’ Friedman,
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IN MEMORIAM
Chairman of the SAZF had said, “Five years ago the JNF was a badly run down department,
but with your vigour it is now back on the right path.”
It was this same vigour and passion that Monte displayed as Chairman of the Telfed
Regional Committee in Netanya, which he took on soon after he made aliyah in 1997.
Monte will be sadly missed by his wife Rose and sons Leigh, David, Stan and their
families.
David Kaplan

s
Lionel Hodes passed away in Sydney on April 23rd at the age of 81. Active in Zionist youth
movement activities in Cape Town, Lionel would later come to Israel on Machal during the
War of Independence. On his return he became chairman of the Machal committee in South
Africa. A well-known lawyer, Lionel wrote several legal books. He was a senior member of
the World Jewish Congress in London and for several years, had been Director of the South
African Zionist Federation.
Lionel is survived by his wife Ruth, four children and twelve grandchildren.
s
The Telfed Chairman, Executive and staff extend sincere condolences to Annette
Milliner, Vice-Chair of Telfed, and her family, on the loss of her beloved mother, Irene
(Renee) Katz.
s
The Telfed Chairman, Executive, staff and the Telfed Magazine Editorial Committee
extend sincere condolences to family of Becky Rowe Littman and Tal Littman on the loss
of Tal’s father, Shmuel Littman.

WinX - Computers
and network support
For further information,
please contact us:
•Hardware and software repairs
•Small and medium businesses networking support
•Home networking support
•Special deals for new computers and accessories
•Fast and reliable service guaranteed
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www.winx.co.il
info@winx.co.il
Ofﬁce (09)7744770
Selwyn Hare (052)505049
Tal Almog (052)851975

ACCOMMODATION
Holiday Apartments - Ra’anana: modern, central, fully-furnished and equipped. Sleeps 6/8, 2
bathrooms, central air-conditioning. Short-term
rentals available. Contact Ralph or Wendy:
(054)429-1455/6, (09)749-3399, Not Shabbat.
Holiday Apartments - Ra’anana: Furnished
and air-conditioned 2 and 4-roomed apartments.
Available for short or long-term. Telephone:
(09)774-2303, Fax (09)771-7202. Not Shabbat.
Ra’anana: Rooftop privacy! Beautiful room for
couple/single (non-smokers). En suite shower/
toilet. Kitchenette equipped for light meals. Leads
onto gorgeous roof-garden. A/C, TV. Short lets
of 1-4 weeks only. Tel. (09)771-2781, e-mail:
shalevs@netvision.net.il
Holiday apartment in Moshav Ilaniya, Galil
Tachton, lodging only, restaurant facilities
closeby; 20-minute drive to Tiberias, Afula,
Nazareth. Quiet area except for farm noises.
Details Joe Woolf, Ilaniya. Tel. (04)676-7678.
Mobile: (052)266-2200.
Accommodation to let in Ra’anana:
3-roomed holiday apartment, furnished,
including use of gym and pool, short or long
term. (050)792-4473.

ANTIQUE CLOCK REPAIRS
Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and make
new parts for your old or antique clock. I am
a specialist in this ﬁeld! Countrywide Service.
I also buy and sell classic and unique clocks.
Susan (09)772-9222, (052)243-0040.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Exciting opportunity: Take advantage of
an exciting opportunity to earn extra money,
ﬂexi-time, selling Hand-Crafted Israeli Jewellery and Judaica gift items. For further details,
contact Adele, (03)945-1002, (054)480-4372,
adele@sagorfamily.com

C

LASSIFIEDS

All classiﬁed advertisements must
be paid for in advance. Cheques
are payable to SAZF (Israel), 19/1
Schwartz St., Ra’anana 43212. The
basic charge is NIS140 for up to 30
words. For an additional sum of NIS
25 your ad can also appear on our
website. One free ad will be granted to
new olim from Southern Africa within
the ﬁrst year after arrival.

BOOKS-BUYING AND SELLING
Halper’s Books - 50,000 quality English
Books. 87 Allenby Street, Tel-Aviv, Tel/Fax
(03)629-9710, halpbook@netvision.net.il

CATERING
Shirley’s Deli: Special Menu for Chagim,
Home made cooking, includes: Fish, Herrings, Soups, Salads, Meats, Turkey, Roast
Beef, Brisket, Chopped Liver, Kugels, Pies
and Puddings. Delivery to Ra’anana and
Herzliya Pituach. 8 Nitza Blvd., Netanya
(09)887-5043/4.
Fonda’s Catering - Exciting New Summer
Bbq, Brunch and Cocktail menus. For that special occasion, contact Nicky (052)848-8678.
Karen’s Kichel - extra thin, delicious, an ideal
herring-aid, for individuals, Kiddushim and
Smachot. Contact Karen (052)860-2683.
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LASSIFIEDS

CLEANING SERVICES
New Upholstery and Carpet Cleaning
Machines! We use the most advanced
machinery available - upholstery and carpets
dry in a few hours! 3M Scotchgard applicator.
Owner/worker - 12 years experience. Atlas
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaners. Michael
(052)275-2594 or (09)767-2453.

ELECTRICIAN
Shimon’s Services - For all your electrical
household appliances: repairs, installation and
maintenance in Jerusalem, Modi’in, Beit Shemesh
and the Sharon Areas. For friendly and reliable
service, call Shimon Zack, (057)735-3717,
(052)295-3717, (08)970-7194. Not Shabbat.

EMPLOYMENT

Telfed Employment Service - Newsﬂash - Telfed
in-house service now in Ra’anana only. Call
Naomi, (09)744-6110 x219

HANDYMAN
Your handyman for all your home maintenance requirements in the Sharon Area:
•Painting •Plumbing •Electrical •Carpentry
•Fencing •General Repairs •Pergolas. For a
free quotation, call Craig (052)867-5235

HERITAGE TOUR TO LITHUANIA
A two-week Heritage Tour is being organised
to Lithuania and Belarus. Belarus 10th-17th
August; Lithuania 17th - 24th August. For
details, please contact Leon Rubin, Tel.
(03)635-6469.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photographic Trips - TMB TOURS - weekend
in Eilat and Dead Sea. One-day trips to all
parts of Israel, 3-day photographic workshops
in Eilat. 4-day jeep tours in Northern Cyprus.
Moshe (052)229-4115, (03)687-5638.

TAXI SERVICE
Eli’s Taxi Service. Finally an Englishspeaking N.Y. cabbie in Israel. Polite and
Reliable. 24-hour service. All over Israel.
Specializing in Airport Service. Tel. (09)7460015, (050)869-7093.

FURNITURE STORAGE & MOVING VETERINARIANS
Store-It-All, Ltd. Full service, courteous storage and moving professionals.
Clean, “mini-storage” facility-units in
all sizes for personal/business needs.
Owned and operated by American Olim.
Telephone:(03)966-9682, (08)869-2491.

GIFTS
Debbie’s Stained Glass Art - Decorative items for
the home: hot houses, jewelry boxes, candlesticks,
Judaica and much more. Stained glass windows
and doors, feng-shui, windchimes. Mazkeret
Batya (08)934-8664, (054)494-7691.
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Yanuv Veterinary Clinic - Dr. Bernard
Hurwitz: comprehensive veterinary services
and boarding, at discount prices. 24-hour
Service. Moshav Yanuv near Kfar Yona. Tel.:
(052)663-6646, (09)898-5773, (09)894-8001

WE WANT
Any China, household goods, tableware, silver
plate, glassware, bric-a-brac or small furniture
that you can live without? Or moving house?
We’ll make you an offer you can live with. Call
Sol or Lorraine, Gallery Lauren, 83 Sokolov
Street, Ramat Hasharon. Tel. (03)540-9481.

